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Bilbao 6th June 2018 
 
10 days, 30 days & 60 days 
 
 
We have tried but not succeed, democracy is a system, the system most of us have chosen to rule our lives, so 
that, after a Bloc voting the length of the IFMAR Worlds event stays in 10 days, with the 2 extra practice days 
ahead Thursday & Friday so it will go from 1 to 10th November. 
 
Consequently you have find an explanation for the header of this letter. 10 days is the length of the IFMAR 
Worlds. 
 
The second expression in this header is 30 days, 30 days? What for? Easy, for our first EFRA European 
Championship of our 2018 Calendar, the XV EFRA EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP B for 1/8 IC buggy cars at 
Barco di Bibbiano, Italy. This coming weekend they are going to have the last huge race at the BarcoOff track 
before our Euro, the Euro Contest Bitty Race,  
 

 
 
We have a full list of entries, 144 drivers, and there is a waiting list with drivers willing to attend. At our EFRA 
Registration Tool at www.efra.ws we have 135 drivers already entered, 30 of them requiring attention from their 
National Associations but 9 drivers yet pending to be registered.  
Please keep on mind we need to compose Practice Groups and to prepare all the race documentation and 
program, so hurry up and help us to help you and your drivers. 
 
And the third mention of the title is the 60 days one, from this moment 60 days will be the final day of our 
XXXVIII EFRA European Absolute Championship, that will be the 5th August at Freixedas, Portugal and in less 
than 10 days we are going there for its, non compulsory, Warm-up and to check that everything mmets the 
required standards for an excellent event. 
 
You still can register for this warm-up event and there are some, not many, open spots at the European 
Championships to be held from Tuesday 31 July to Saturday 5th of August, all the required information is at 
http://crfreixedas.com/ with a dedicated website for the EC event http://euro2018.crfreixedas.com/  
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A similar call regarding entries as the one done before, we do have 121 names already at our website so nearly 
40 are pending and we do have at least 6 names entered that require some action from our member countries, 
again, help us to help you. 
 
There are more EFRA events to come later on this season so more letters will follow updating those,  
 
Listening to what seems to be something demanded I will publish our EFRA ranking before and after the 
European Championship and I can let you know EFRA is preparing a proposal for a new EFRA & IFMAR 
ranking system to be launched this year. 
 
With my best regards 

Carlos Gomez 
EFRA Section Chairman 
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